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Work to be Performedt

DEM In conjunction with. Nuclear Metals, Inc. intend to fabricate

and ship 164 prototype enriched fuel pins for the Sodium Reactor Experiment

test program to Atomics International Inc., Canoga Park, California. 'These

Pins will be of the same type as those mentioned in our feasibility report

DEM-5 previously submitted except that the U-235 enrichment will be 10%

instead of 25%. Dimensions and allqy composition will be the sme*

Material to be suppli-d

Uranium to be used for fabrication will be supplied by Mallinckrodt

Chemcal Co., ft. Louis, 1o4, in the form of biscuits. 4 in dia. x 1- 3/4-

thick. Each biscuit. will-1 weigh appr .ox. 2-05 Kg.L We estdmite that a total of

55 Kg. 10% enriched uraýnium (5.5 Kg. U-235) will be required for the projecto

MaflInckrodt will ship in 30 circular aluminum birdcages, a maxiimim

of 4 biscuits (I Kg. U-235) to a cage. Depending on the actual number of

biscuits to be packed in a cage, we should receive frcm 5 to 7 birdcages

of enriched materiali. It is anticipated that-three shipments will be made

by Mallinckrodt co ing on March 20.

Receiving and Storage:

Birdeages containing enriched material will be received at the DEM

plant in Plainville, Mass. After removal from the truck, they will be

transported to our enriched vault storage areao Our vault is constructed

of 12" thick reinforced concrete and is 7'11" vide x 13'00 long x 7'11" high

with a Mosler combination safe door. The uranium will be stored in the

original b-rdcageb until ready for melting. Birdcagea are of such design

that they may be. stacked and still maintain a safe configuration to insure

against, the achievement of accidental critica.ity.
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Each birdcage will be unbolted and the biscuits removed and weighed

to verify. the accuracy of the shipper's weights. The veighed biscuits

will be replaced in the birdeage and sealed before the nezt one is opened,

Storage and weighing will be under the supervis•on of the criticality

officer or his representative. No one will be allowed in the storage

area unless accompanied: by one or the other.

Fabrication Procedures:

The fabrication of the 1614 *iched pins is similar to that of the

core assembly pins as discussed in our previously submitted feasibility

report DD(-%. The following is an outline of the pr .ocedures to be

followed:

AO Charge .epaation and Melting of U-Mo Ingot:

Enriched uranium biscuits will be issued for melting by the

criticality officer. It is anticipated at this time that only one

ingot will be meltedd The ingotv i be 4" in dia. x apprx. l6" longo

Total charge to be melted will be as follows:

Wt- Uranium (10% our.).- 54 Kg. (5.4 Kg. U-235)

Wt. M07'o.- 6 Kg,

Total - 60 Kg,

Uranium will be moved to the melting area under the supervision

of the criticality officer in lots of 10 biscuits (2oK U-23)• - on

a rolling cart and cha•ged into the crucible0 The moomy. in the form

of 2/2" dia. rods, 3/8" long will be charged into the crucible at the

same time,

The melting crucible wil 'be On2" thick graphite, 8" in di., and-

12 1/2" high. The mold. will be 1" thick graphite., " in diao and 16"

high. Melting will be done in a. hooded Kinney tacuum induction furnace,



The rubber hoses which control'the flow of water through the cooling

coils of the furnace up before charging to prevent

accidental floodtig of the crucibleo After charg has been completed,

they will be re-fastened.

When the. charIgeas been mlted, It will be bottompCourdI. ito

the mold and. &aowe to cool for a mn!im• of two hours.

B. Removal of takot from YMol and Cruciblefo Frae

Aftier the ingot has cooled for a Sufficient length of time,,the mold

container winl be dropped and the mold removed from* the furnace. -The.

mold .wil be cap~,ed with a tared cover and weighed* It will then be

sent to a hood for removal of the ingot fram the mold. After the ingot

has been removed,, it will be vacuvind to remove loose oxide and wjd

with a damp cloth. The ingot wil then be steel stamped for identification

and placed in a birdcage container of the type shown in our drawing

number 1033-2 previously submitted,

The crucible ýwill be removed from the furnace, covered, and w~

to determine the weight of oxide and skull6. All personnel working inside

the furnace will be required to wear respirators. After weighing, the

crucible will be moved t6 a hood where the skull il be mechanically

remov and placed in a tared, covered 5 gal. steal bucket.

Both mold and crucible wil be wiped thoroughly with damp cloths

before beig '••o fr m the hood*

C0 PiLckin Enriched U-Mo Ingotl:

The ingot in the birdcage will be moved to the enriched pickling area

under the direction of the criticality representative. It viiibe pLckled

in bydrochloric acid and scrubbed with a steel brush while in the tank
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to remove cxideo After pickling and scrubbing, the Ingot vil be

rinsed in water, and dried with clean rags. The ingot will then be

reweighed, and sent to the vacuum annealing area in the birdeage.

Pickle solutions will be retained in polyethylene screw cap containers

for eventual disposition.

Do Vacuum Annea!ij~

The ingot will be removed from the birdcage 'and placed in' a fixture

to be vacuum, annealed The annealing furnace Wi be a-Westinghouse

vertical pit- type* with a 114" din. iiot zones, 10 ft. long,

The fiture to be used ivill.be of 1/2. thick graphite constr'uction

with inconel wrbs-8 to hold the ingot firnly In positiono This will be

the same fixture as that vhich is to be used in the fabrication of the

PRDC core assemblies, A drawing of thlis fixture has been submitted

with our fesibility report 24-5,,

The ingot will be annealed at 10250 C, for 214 hours and cooled sloiuAY

to 200o C. The retort and fixture will then be removed from the furnace

and the ingot replaced in the birdcage, The birdcage will be moved to

the canning areao

Eo Cannine, Welding, and Evacuation of Ingot:

-The ingot vil be removed from the birdcage and inserted Into a

cleaned copper can on' a roller table. cotmponentc (nose plug'

out-off slug, end caps, evacuation tube) will be inserted into the can

and heli-src welded. The canned billet will be evacuated to ne micron

and leak tested. If no leaks are apparent, the evacuation tube will be

sealed, and the canned billet placed in the birdcage for shipment to Eo
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F. Siieinnte of Canneid Bilnet to n1 for Plioaryn Matrusion:

The birdoage will be sealed and inspected by the criticality office:

before being released for. shipment Transportation will be via Dse truck*

The loading and securing of the birdcage in the truck will-be directed

by the criticality officer before shipment maW be made. oThedriver

will be briefed on possible hazards before being allowed to proceed

with the shipment.

G. Receiat of Coper Clad SecoEdar, Billet from 10a:

The copper clad extrudsd billet (1pS25" dia. x approx. 9 ft. long) will

be received from I . in an angle iron exclusion frame. A drawing of the

exclusion frame, to be used (#1033-3 and 14) has' been previously submittede

It will be moved to the in-process. storage area, until such time as it may

be required for production. When needed, the billet will be released for

production by the critica lity representative.

H.Removal of Copper. froin Ibtruded Seconday Bilet:-,

The copper. clad extrusion will be placed in a pickle tank containing

a nitric acid- solution -to remve copper. Pickling time will be approx,

2 hours. Aftei the copper has been removed, the billet will be removed

from the tank and rinsed in cold water after which it will be wiped dry.

The billet will then be weighed and replaced in the birdcage.. Pickling

.solutions will be transferred to 13 gal. po2.,thylene containers and storeed

in. wire racks at 18" centers in the enriched scrap area.

I. wn Extruded S66ondar Billet:

The pickled billet will be moved to the mechanical hacksaw where it

will be sawed into pieces approx. 4" long. Approx. 25 slugs will be cut

'from one billet. Each slug will be wiped clean with TCE, steel stamped
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for identification, and placed in a birdcage capable of holding 15 slugs

(3M0 Kg. U-235). Two such birdeages will be required per billeto

Saw chips will be stored in one gal, covered steel pails, a max.

of 309 Kg allor (350 gn. 1"235) per container. We anticipate generating

only ap'prox. 1.5 Kg. anc• (.135 Kg. U-235) in the form of saw chips and

thus will require only one pail to hold the total amount of saw chips

generated. The pail containing saw chips will be sealed and sent to the

enriched scrap storage area at 12" edge-edge distance from similar

containers,

Slugs will be mchined on a lathe to 4oI163" in length and 1.443"

diameter. Slug ends will be shaped to a convex at the rear end and a

concave at the front end. A water soluble wax ill be used as the

cutting lubricant on a hooded lathes

Turnings will be placed in one gal, covered steel pails, a max of

3o9 Kg. alloy (350 pi. U-235) per pail. Pails will be sent to the enriched

scrap storage area to be stored on 15" centers when filled to max, allowable

capacityo

When machined, the slugs will be replaced in the birdcage and sent to

the cleaning area under the direction of the criticality representative.

K. Cleaned Machined SluRS:

The slugs will be ultra-sonically cleaned in batches of 5 slugs

(900 gm. U-235) each, After cleaning. the slugs will be weighed on a

metrogram balance to 0.1 ,gram and replaced In the birdcage. The birdoage

will then be moved to the canning area under the direction of the

criticality representative,
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Le Canning 2 Weldig an vacuation of Slugs:..

Each slug wiill be canned according:.to, the followiing procedure:.

Copper-nickel extrusion components will be placed on either end of,

the slug and a zirconium sleeve fitted over the assenobl. A steel can

containing an end cap will then be placed over the entire assembly and

heli-arc welded in a fixture. The canned billet will then be checked

for leakage on a helium mass spectrometer leak tester.

When the billet is free of leakage, it will be attached to a vacuum

'pum by means of an evacuation tube and evacuated for 30 - 4~5 minutes.

Near the end of the period, the billet and evacuation tube will be heated

to 8000 F with a torch, The evacuation tube will then be welded shut

to seal off the billet. The sealed billets will be placed in the

birdcage for shipment to NMIa A maxJ=i of 15 canned billets (3.0 Kgo

U-235) will be placed in one birdcage,

M. Shipmnt of Canned Slugs to Mat

The birdoages containing the canned slugs will be bolted securely

and inspected by the criticality officer before shipment may be made.

Slugs will be packed end to end in a covered steel tray which is bolted

to a piece of channel irone A drawing of the container (#1033-3 and 4)

has been previousl~y submitted with our feasibility, report DE4-.5 The

containers will be fastened in the truck securely .to prevent accidental

movement in transit.

110 Receipt of -Coextrudeci Rods from Mat:

Coextruded rods .310" in dia. x approx. 9 fto long will be received

from NMI in the same birdcage in which the slugwere transported.
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Each birdeage w lli thus contain a madImm of 15 rods (3.0 Kg. U-235).

The rode will be. laid in the ste oy in two parallel layers of 8

and 7 rods resp•etivelyo

Upon receipt ot ME, the bir~cages will be moved to the in-process

storage area until ready for processing. They will then be issued one

container a time by the criticality representative.

0. Pickl#ng and Shear;ng of Coextr.ded Rodes

The. birdeage containing the coextruded rods' will be sent to the

:enriched pickling area. A ma~dzmm of j rods (1.0 Kg.,U-235) at a time

will be removed and pickled In nitric acid -for 30 minutes, At the end

of this time, the rods will be removed from the acid, spray rinsed

with wat.er-and wiped dry.

Pickled rods will then be moved to the alligator shear to have the

ends cropped, Croppings will be placed in covered steel pails, a max. of

3.9 K4g per pail. Pails will be stored in the enriched scrap area on

15" centerso The cropped rods will be returned to the pickling areaO

A second pickling will be performed on the cropped rods to assure

that all traces of-steel have been removed. Rubber "policemn will.

be placed over the-ends of the rods which will then be placed in a

W'rochloric acid bath which is maintained at a tmperature of l05

33,50 F. A ýmawdnm of 5 rods (1.0 Kg. U-235) wil be pickled at a

one times After pickling, the rods wi be removed, rinsd in cold

tap water, and wiped dry. The rods will then be replaced in the

birdcage and moved to the swaging area.
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P. . tti .nd PoIntin Pickled .-. :

Each rod ill- be removed from t.he birdcage and saged on a

four-die swagin machine. to. dI At, th/ispoint, the .rods

il be approx. 26 ft., long. When all the rods have been mwged

to finish dia., they will be moved on aý rolling table to the parting

machine. Each rod till be inserted into the dies and cut to 30.5"

lengths. As the pin blanks are cut,9 t1W will be placed in traes

capable of holding,.10 pin .each (drawng #1033-5), i the order of

cutting. The metal cabintt which holds the trvas has a capacity

of 150 pins (2.0 Kg. U-235).

Scrap ends will be placed in coveredsteel p4als, max. 3.9 Kg,

(350 gin. U-235) per pail. Pails when full will be'sent to the enriched

storage area to be stored on 15" centers.

Each pin blank ,wil be measured to 1/64" and then waighed to

0,1 gm. Weights and twill. be recorded by pin nmbers0

The pine in the cabinet will then be returned to the waging area

where both ends of each pin wil be pointed to a 30o angle. Pins

will be replaced in the proper tray after pointing.% Pointed ends

of pins ill, be inspected to assure that specifications hav been

m.eý When all pins have been pointed., the. metal cabinet will be

moved to the cleaning area under the direction ofthe criticality

representative.

Q6. ClMRe.i Pin. after PoinMtin:

Pointed pins will be cleaned by vapor degreasing in max lts

of 25 pins (335 gm. U-235)0 When each lot of pins has been cleaned,

it Vill be placed in a graphite annealing fixture capable of holding



165 pdsn (2.21 Kg. U-235). This fixture has been previously described

in our feasibility report DEXI. in Ma drawing. 3902. When all the

pins have been cleaned and placed in the fixture, it il be moved

to the vacuum annealing area under the direction of the criticality

representative.

R. Vacuum Annealing of Pins:

The fixture containing the pins will be placed in the vacm

annealing furnace iibleh will be heated to 8000 C. The furnace vM

be held at teperature for one hour and then cooled to 375 C In leos

than 4 hours, The furnace will then be cooled from 3750 C to roa

tepratureo When room temperature has been reached, the retort and

fixture win. be removed from the furnaceo The pins will be removed

from the fixture and placed-in trays in the origin• metal cabinet.

The metal cabinet will then be moved to the testing area,

S D Penetrant-Inpection of Pi•ns

Pins. will be inspected for surface defects with a cwu penetrant

test In max. lots of 25 (335 g U-235), Rejected pins will be cut to

6" - 7" in length and placed in one gal, covered steel pails (max*.

350 gin. U-235 each :pail). Acceptable pins will be vapor degre Iased and

replaced in the original tray of the metal cabinet. When all pins have

been tested and cleaned, the cabinet will be moved to the awging area,

T, SaigEnd Ca!s onto Pins:s

Zirconium end caps will be swaged onto the ends of each pin. The

pins will then be replaced'in the proper traoy After all pins have been

,waged, the metal cabinet will be moved b the criticality representative

to the inspection areao
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U. Ins2ection of Fibiashed Pines

Pins will be inspected in iots of 10 (131, gm. U-235) for

straightnein, diameter and surface. No more then ten pins will

be allowed on av one inspection be• •.h Acceptable pins will be

wrapped and heat sealed in poiyetbylene and replaced in the metal

cabinet, Rejected pins vi be cut to 6 - 7N lengths and placed

in steel covered Pails, a, -mm. o-f 3.5 Kg.. (350 gin. U-W3) Per pall.

pails will be stored in the enriched scrap area on IP5 centers.

V. aci and ipmet of Finished Pines

The 164 pins. wil be separated into - 4 lots of la Pirs ea

Each lot .uil be placed in a 1 1/" X.* D'. hard rdbbr tbe which

has been split in halfo The two halves of the tube will be banded

together with tape and rubber plags inserted into each end.0 The

four hard rubber tubes will bewn.,e togOther -and inserted into a

steel pipe which will be capped at both ends,. The pipe wil be

3 1/2" I., D. with a, 3/16 all. The pipe is spn in a welded angle

iron framework covered with expanded metal. A drawing of the shipping

container (#1038) is enclosed.0

Shipment will be made via Railway Express, Protective Signature

Services Armed Surveillance to:

James M. Young

Atomics International Division

8O0D Desoto Avenue

Canoga Park,q California
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